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Welcome to a
fuller, longer and
more vital life
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MISSION

Live longer and better

Our mission at SHA is to help people live longer and better
through a comprehensive and integrative approach to health.

mission

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

OUR STORY

A story that transformed one life
and now transforms many

SHA was born from the personal experience of Mr. Alfredo Bataller
Parietti, who for many years suffered from health problems that limited
his quality of life. Faced with a worrying diagnosis, he fortunately met
a doctor with deep knowledge of nutrition and integrative medicine.
Bataller recovered his health through the healing power of eating the
right food.
Bataller committed to sharing and spreading this valuable knowledge,
creating, with the support of his family, a unique project that integrates
age-old wisdom and the latest advances in scientific medicine.

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC
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PHILOSOPHY

A new perspective
on health

SHA is a life-transforming experience, in which guests begin
to understand health not just as the absence of disease, but as
an optimal state of physical, mental and spiritual well-being in
harmony with the environment.

p h i l o s o p hy

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

OUR TEAM

We offer the most outstanding, internationally renowned experts
in nutrition, preventive medicine, anti-ageing, genetics, holistic
medicine, dermo aesthetic medicine, regenerative medicine,
revitalising medicine, physical and sports activity, psychology,
dentistry, bioenergetic medicine and cognitive stimulation,
among others. They all share one objective: to improve your life.

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC
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Healthy
Nutrition

THE SHA METHOD
Natural
Therapies

Cognitive
Stimulation

We have everything to help you
reach your full potential

The SHA method brings together the latest advances in scientific
medicine and the most effective natural therapies, giving special

The science
of fitness

Healthy Living
Academy

prominence to healthy and balanced nutrition. The combination has
a much more significant impact than would any of these approaches
on their own.
The method provides an ideal state of health to enjoy all your intrinsic
physical and mental potential.

Regenerative, Revitalising
and Aesthetic Medicine

Inner
Balance

Healthy Ageing

the SHA method

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC
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THE SHA METHOD

Healthy Nutrition
“Let food be your medicine
and medicine be your food”
Hippocrates

SHA Nutrition is a healthy, energetic and balanced diet inspired
by millennia-old principles, adapted to modern life. It is a practical
and attractive approach, respecting nature’s seasonal and regional
offerings, and customised for each guest’s needs.
It follows the recommendations of the World Health Organisation
and the most recent studies by top universities in the field, such as
Harvard Medical School and the Cornell Nutritional Studies Unit.

healthy nutrition

18

THE SHA METHOD

Natural Therapies
The most effective and proven natural therapies are available at
SHA. Their objective is to reactivate the regulatory power of our
bodies, which we sometimes block or weaken with bad habits. SHA
seeks integrated solutions to strengthen the immune system and
enhance the body’s own healing power.

natural therapies
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THE SHA METHOD

Healthy Living Academy
Our goal is to make it simple to maintain long-term health through
the incorporation and learning of new habits. So, we offer a
selection of conferences, healthy cooking classes, relaxation,
meditation, yoga, mindfulness and other activities that provide
the tools and knowledge you need to enjoy lasting well-being.

healthy living academy
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THE SHA METHOD

Healthy Ageing
Ageing begins when life does. It is impossible to stop ageing, but at
SHA we have the most advanced techniques and knowledge to delay
its effects. Not only can you live more years, you can enjoy a better
quality of life by slowing down cell degeneration and preventing
premature ageing. Be your best self at any stage of life.

h e a l t hy a g e i n g
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THE SHA METHOD

Regenerative Medicine
The SHA Regenerative Medicine Unit applies the most advanced
biotechnology to mimic our bodies’ own regenerative processes
to treat diseases. SHA offers pioneering scientific treatments such
as cell therapy, gene therapy and tissue engineering.
SHA created this innovative unit to offer guests the possibility
of having a Cryopreservation Bank.

re g e n e r a t i ve m e d i c i n e
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THE SHA METHOD

Revitalising Medicine
The Revitalising Medicine Unit combines procedures based on
the integration of the human biosystem and the regeneration of
the healing system itself through the application of 4 specialised
treatments: Ozone Therapy, Serum Therapy and Revitalising
Intramuscular Treatment and Cellular Analysis.

re v i t a l i s i n g m e d i c i n e
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THE SHA METHOD

Aesthetic Medicine
Aesthetic Medicine is one of the fastest-evolving fields. At SHA we
offer you the most advanced treatments, with an internationally
recognised aesthetic medicine team and the most modern,
innovative and effective equipment. We can achieve results that
until recently were unimaginable, for your face and your body,
using minimally invasive treatments, that have you back to your
daily routine in no time.

aesthetic medicine

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

THE SHA METHOD

Inner Balance
It is impossible to sustain your whole health without a balance
between body, mind and spirit. That is why we offer disciplines
focused on your optimal emotional and mental balance such as
meditation, mindfulness, yoga, Pilates, stress management, coaching
and psychotherapy.
The SHA experience is an excellent opportunity to exercise your spirit
and connect with your inner self.
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THE SHA METHOD

The science of fitness
“You have to cultivate the vigour of the body
to preserve the the spirit”
Luc de Clapiers

Physical activity is essential for the maintenance and improvement of
health. At SHA you will find an outstanding team of experts, the latest,
most innovative exercise equipment and ideal environments to challenge
your own limits, improve your performance and increase vitality through
a personalised, functional and balanced training approach.

the science of fitness
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THE SHA METHOD

Cognitive Stimulation
As a result of the collaboration in research with the most outstanding
universities in the field, the Cognitive Stimulation Unit at SHA has
the most advanced methods and technology for developing all
the potential of your mind, maximising its cognitive capacities and
preventing or reversing some neurodegenerative symptoms.

c o g n i t i ve s t i m u l a t i o n
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H E A LT H P R O G R A M M E S

SHA has just one objective: to offer you an ideal and lasting state
of health and well-being. The multidisciplinary team of SHA
experts has designed a comprehensive and integrative vision. We
will carefully customise the following health programmes to your
needs to achieve your specific health and wellness goals.

Optimal Weight

Detox

Intensive

Healthy Ageing

Optimal Weight & Detox

Man/Woman

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

Rebalance

WELLNESS CLINIC

Thanks to its integrative and innovative nature and its size, wide
range and facilities, our Wellness Clinic is a world leader.

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC
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SURROUNDINGS

A refuge for re-aligning your body, soul and spirit

Our surroundings also have a significant impact on our health and
well-being. That’s why we have prioritised locations with a warm
climate most of the year, surrounded by nature, with easy access
to the sea. It is the ideal environment to disconnect from the noise
in the wider world and to reconnect with ourselves.

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

Respect and care for the environment are intrinsic values for our
brand, and we are always seeking to minimise our impact. Our
buildings adapt to the land, prioritise natural materials, enhance
the surrounding environment and use natural energy sources.

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

SHA Spain
Sierra Helada Natural Park
Bahia Del Albir

since 2008

SHA SPAIN is in one of the finest locations of the Mediterranean,
enjoying a privileged climate with 330 sunny days a year. Facing the
charming village of Altea, between the cities of Alicante and Valencia,
it is integrated into a land and maritime natural park home to one of
the main ornithological reserves in Europe.
SHA is located in the Bataller family’s former holiday home. The
founder’s vision is to share this restful refuge with others,
including its 3 hectares of native landscape.
The surroundings are ideal for sports such as hiking, cycling, diving,
sailing, horse riding and golf, with five professional courses within
minutes. Nearby there are picturesque Mediterranean villages, full of
tradition, crafts and local art.

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Located next to the natural park of Sierra Helada, SHA SPAIN has
a marked Mediterranean style, with pure white lines. It adapts to
the site through stepped buildings connected by cantilever bridges
and surrounded by Mediterranean gardens that fuse the buildings
with nature.

S H A S PA I N
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ACCESSIBILIT Y

Air

Barcelona

Alicante Airport 45 km
Valencia Airport 120 km
Heliport on the property
Direct connections with

Madrid

Paris 2 hr 10 min

Valencia

SHA Spain
Alicante

Zurich 2 hr 20 min
Munich 2 hr 30 min
London 2 hr 40 min
Moscow 4 hr 50 min
among other cities
Land
High Speed AVE train from Alicante or Valencia
AP7 motorway exit 65
Sea
Altea Yacht Club 5 km
Campomanes Yacht Club 13 km
Alicante Port 50 km
Denia Port (Fast Ferry Baleares) 50 km

accessibility

S H A S PA I N

YO U R H E A LT H Y H O M E

Health can co-exist with
maximum comfort

Natural materials, calm and relaxed environments always integrated
with the outdoors, open spaces, aromas, textures, exclusive designs.

S H A S PA I N
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SUITES

Simplicity is the greatest sophistication.

Deluxe
70 m2

Superior
100 m2

Grand
120 m2

S H A S PA I N

Presidential
175 m2

Royal

320 m2
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suites

S H A S PA I N
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RESIDENCES

Live your life-transforming experience
in the privacy of your own residence.

Garden
300 m2

Premier
300 m2

S H A S PA I N

Penthouse
500 m2
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re s i d e n c e s

S H A S PA I N

New
horizons
After a decade transforming the lives of thousands of people from around the world at our current location in
Spain, we dreamt of crossing the seas to new continents. We wanted more and more people to benefit from our
philosophy of integrative health and well-being.
For years we travelled to dozens of locations in search of the perfect nature, warm weather, and accessibility to
replicate SHA. It wasn’t easy. Finally, we found everything we could imagine and more.
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SHA Emirates
AlJurf
The Riviera of the Emirates

opening 2023

Discover a pristine coastline in the Emirates — Sahel Al
Emarat — nestled at the halfway point between
Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
Here lies the natural beauty of AlJurf, a unique seaside
destination steeped in history and lore and where the
landscape reigns supreme. AlJurf is built in the UAE’s
ancestors’ vision for the nation, a tranquil gateway that
is seamlessly integrated with its natural environment.
This is a second home community where residents
can escape city life and instead live inside a natural
masterpiece dedicated to the preservation of life and
the generation of legacy.
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HISTORY

AlJurf is set amidst hundreds of thousands of planted trees that form
a verdant forest in the middle of the desert—a feat so challenging
that many deemed it impossible. But the UAE’s ancestors—driven by a
great vision and unmatched passion—dreamt it and made it a reality.
Discover a location steeped in history that radiates with the beauty of
nature and the spirit of heritage. Walk in through history and into the
future of the UAE.

history

S H A E M I R AT E S
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N AT U R A L H A B I TAT

Discover a vast area cloaked by beautiful natural features—a hidden
gem that you can only get to know if you venture into its heart. At first
glance it may not reveal the rich, beautiful & diverse mix of animals
that fill it. But, take a stroll and bask in the tranquility; indulge in its
many exceptional features including an abundance of greenspace
and sikkas, beaches, and flowing canals.
Explore the land and water and encounter many local species of
birds, endangered turtles and graceful gazelles. The harmony of
coexistence in a balanced ecosystem is woven into the natural
environment of AlJurf.

S H A E M I R AT E S
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ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Elegant finishes, white curves and stepped terraces complemented
by vertical cascading gardens provide a contrast that brings SHA
Emirates in harmony with the landscape.
A luxury destination, exclusive, discreet and welcoming, which
focuses on simplicity in line with the natural environment and which
stands out for its panoramic view of the turquoise sea, where you can
breathe in the tranquility and the fresh air. An ideal setting for health
care and well-being.
We welcome you to the retreat par excellence, where nature merges
with modern architectural elements, ancestral energy and the
wonders of today’s world.

S H A E M I R AT E S
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Dubai

SHA Emirates

ACCESIBILIT Y

Strategically located between Abu Dhabi and Dubai, stretching
across 1.6 kilometers of seafront on the Arabian Gulf and spanning
across 380 hectares, AlJurf is on its way to becoming a top new

Abu Dhabi

residential second home destination that offers residents an
elated sense of escapism in a natural oasis situated between the
two great cities of Abu Dhabi and Dubai—a welcome retreat that
aligns perfectly with SHA Emirates’ wellness ethos and lifestyle.
Riyadh: 1h 35min
Delhi: 3h 45min
Moscow: 5h 20min
London, Paris, Madrid: 6h 55min
Shanghai: 5h 35min

accessibility

S H A E M I R AT E S
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S H A F O U N DAT I O N

Not only do we want to improve the lives of those who
visit us, we want to create a healthier world

Healthy and conscientious nutrition should be everyone’s
privilege. The SHA Foundation makes a significant contribution
to society by dedicating resources and effort towards research,
development and public communication of the close relationship
between health and nutrition.
With each stay our guests contribute to the greater good by
helping us transmit the integrative health care to a wider audience.

S H A fo u n d a t i o n

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC
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RECOGNITION

The world’s leading wellness clinic
for integrative medicine

SHA is proud to have won about a hundred international awards
that establish us as leaders in integrative health care worldwide.

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC

Every great dream
begins with a clear
mind, is inspired by
a pure heart and
needs the body
in splendour
to achieve it.

info@shawellnessclinic.com | shawellnessclinic.com

change begins here

